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412-415 Give me SPACE!

Spaceflight Promotion:

Gerard van de Haar reviews the candidate concepts for NASA's
NextStep-2 technology competition embracing potential habitation
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27/29 South Lambeth Road,
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modules for supporting deep-space exploration. He also explains how
NASA is already conducting tests with simulate9 isolation experiments
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416- 417 Skylark at Heritage Museum

using volunteers.

Robin Brand describes a visit to the new museum heralding the
aerospace achievements of Bristol's associated industry and explains
h?w the Skylark rocket wi ll be a prominent feature of the displays.
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418-423 Britain's Space Shuttle
Dan Sharp previews publication of his book on British attempts to
build a reusable shuttlecraft with an overview of an impressive and
little-known project which failed on the altar of political indecision and
vacillation, leaving the.Americans, impressed with the British work, to
pick up the challenge.
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424-428 Science by spaceplane

Spacef/ight is obtainable from UK newsagents

Vladmir Pletser of the Suborbital Research Association is pushing hard
to get space touri sm married to real scientific research and to guide the
use of suborbital flying machines into the hands of investigators and
experimenters seeking a midd le road between sounding rockets and
satellites.
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NOTICE TO JBIS READERS
A small number of copies of the previ ous issue of the Journal of the British Interplanetary
Society (JBIS) {February/March 2016) were misprinted and mailed to members. If your
copy of JBIS was incomplete, or incorrectly paginated, please email t he Editor - jbis@
bis-space.com and the BIS will post a new copy to you.

Mission
The British Interplanetary Society promotes the
exploration and use of space for the benefit
of humanity, by connecting people to create,
educate and inspire, and advance knowledge in
all aspects of astronautics.

Cover image: A dramatic interpretation of NASA's OS/R/S-Rex spacecraft arriving at Bennu in August
NASA
2018 where it will remain for two years seven months before returning to Earth in 2023.
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